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The CMU 

 
Rationales: 
 Strengthening the integration of (national) capital markets 
 Reducing European firms’ dependence from bank financing / 

‘diversification’ 
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Capital Market and financial development 
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               Source: Ross Levine, (1997) 35 J of Econ Lit 688 



Capital Market and financial development 
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Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators 

Stock market capitalisation and GDP for leading economies, 2011 ($bn) 



The CMU 

 
Rationales: 
 Strengthening the integration of (national) capital markets 
 Reducing European firms’ dependence from bank financing / 

‘diversification’ 
 

 Offering investment alternatives in times of low interest rates 
 Encouraging private pension arrangements 

 
 Political signal to the “Outs” and the Single Market 
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Nothing new under the sun? 

 
Free movement of capital, articles 63-66 TFEU 
- Seeks to abolish national barriers to cross-border capital flows 
- Covers direct and portfolio investments 
- Downsides: ‘reactive’, fragmented / case-law approach 
- Market making, not market shaping 

 
- Negative integration cannot do it alone! 

 
- Nevertheless – ‘Capital Markets Union’ is above all a  

marketing label 
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Political relevance 

 
(1) Commitment to the EU-28 

 
- Post-crisis regulatory body was mostly devoted to the 

Eurozone+ instead of EU-28 
- Banking Union, SSM, SRM, FTT: further Eurozone integration, 

risk of Single Market bifurcation 
- The new agenda seeks to overcome this trend 
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Political relevance 

 
(2) ‘Market making’ renaissance 

 
- Pre-2007: EU Single Market creation,  

in particular FSAP 1999 
- Post 2007: ‘market shaping’ re-regulation, 

stability-oriented and crisis-fighting 
- Since 2014/15: market creation back on  

the agenda 
(arguably closer to the core EU agenda) 
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Political relevance 

 
(3) Political promise 

 
- CMU promises ‘welfare creation’, not ‘banker bashing’ 
- Context – promise of more ‘jobs’ and ‘growth’ 
- Response to a growing weariness of crisis-related activities and 

austerity 
 

- Reaction to US supremacy in securities markets  
(‘transatlantic benchmarking’) 
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Political relevance 

 
(4) Specific importance for the “Outs” 
 
- Financial sector, City of London and the Nordics stand to 

benefit from a continent-spanning ‘true’ single market 
- Single market for capital popular with British business groups 

and policy makers 
- ‘market-making’ concept more supported than some of the 

post-crisis measures (litigation!) 
- An attempt to improve the growing EU-frustration in the UK, 

perhaps even an ingredient to the 2016 referendum 
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CMU and the “Outs” 

 
CMU is ‘a golden opportunity for the UK […], a means to 
demonstrate afresh that the City of London, and the financial 
sector which is centred there, is an asset not only to the UK 
economy but to the EU as a whole’ 
 

House of Lords’ EU Economic and Financial Affairs Sub-Committee, March 2015 
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CMU and the “Outs” 

 
What’s in it for the Nordics? 

 
- Nordics will benefit disproportionately: market-based finance 

much more common in northern Europe than in other MS 
(cf FSAP) 
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Source: Wright & Bax 2015 



CMU and the Outs 

 
What’s in it for the Nordics? 

 
- Nordics will benefit disproportionately: market-based finance 

much more common in northern Europe than in other MS 
(cf FSAP) 

- Risk of ‘losing out’ on a harmonized frame low – small, open 
economies like the Nordics have benefitted from harmonization 
in the past (Alpen & Thygesen 2015) 

- Correspondingly, no significant opposition to be expected from 
other MS: expect to benefit by learning from experience 

- Allows policy makers to take a more pro-EU stance 
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Points of critique 

 
Lack of ambition? 

 
- Genuine ‘Capital Markets Union’ would have meant  

- one single capital market, with  

- one single market regulator 

(cf Banking Union!) 

 

- Lack of coherence – where’s the golden thread? 
 

- Conceptual approach is unclear – bottom-up? Top-down? 
29th regime? (what works in which situation?) 
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Overall assessment 

 
- A ‘pretext for doing absolutely nothing’? 
- It ‘doesn’t do any harm’? 

 
- A catchy title for a number of initiatives 

 
- But: Political symbols are important 
- We should welcome the agenda for what it’s worth – an 

incremental improvement of capital market integration 
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